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YOUR TAKE-AWAY

13/09/2018

1.

You understand our drivers for changing
to a new environment and our thoughts
when choosing the new HR platform.

2.

You have a sound picture of our
implementation approach and journey.

3.

You recognise our considerations in the
areas of data privacy and regulatory
requirements.

4.

You get an overview on leveraging the
Workday platform with additional
functionalities.
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MOTIVATION FOR CHANGE
About Julius Baer

• 6,200 employee in more than 30 countries, of which 1,400
Relationship Managers
• Head Office in Zurich, Switzerland, with additional offices
in all regions of our home market
• Second home market in Asia, with a number of locations,
including offices in Hong Kong, India and Singapore
• Strategic cooperation partners around the world:
– Bank of America Merrill Lynch
– Macquarie
– Bank Leumi

Legend
Head Office

GPS, a fully owned subsidiary

Location

Kairos Julius Baer SIM SpA, strategic participation of 80%
in its holding company
Julius Baer is present in Milan with Julius Baer Fiduciaria S.r.l.

Booking centre

NSC Asesores, strategic minority participation of 40%
Additional advisory locations in Bangalore, Chennai, Kolkata
and New Delhi
1
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MOTIVATION FOR CHANGE
Vision of a New HR Solution

“We deliver a modern and employee-centric solution
to enable a transparent and connected management and development of our people.”
Driver for change enabling endusers to live people processes
Enablement of employees and
managers through self-services
Automation of workflows and
standardization of processes
Compliance with local legislations
and regulations
Strong need for technology renewal
and investments

HR Connect – Ease your Workday

Reduction of system complexity
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MOTIVATION FOR CHANGE
Leveraging the Cloud

Why Human Capital Management (HCM) as a cloud service?
More Agile HR Systems

Vendors leverage SaaS (Software as a Service) to deliver more rapid innovation and faster
time to value.

Engaging User Experiences

As workforces become more global and virtual, the need for employee-centric systems that
deliver engaging user experiences increases.

Seamless Process Framework

SaaS delivers seamless business processes that include and combine best-in-class HCM
functions.

Lower Cost of Ownership

Cloud model provides customers with lower IT cost of ownership and reduced
complexity, based on subscribing to rather than buying software.

Improved Security

Cloud providers offer better, stronger and more focused security and compliance
measurements criteria than local on premise solutions.

Driver for Standardization

Cloud HCM solutions is configurable to bring consistency across an organization while
accommodating unique requirements around the world.
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PRODUCT EVALUATION
Selection Approach

REQUIREMENTS

EVALUATION

VALIDATION

DECISION

• Scope & Requirements

• Q&A Sessions

• Business Case

• Summary & Conclusion

• Use Cases

• Scorecard Assessment

• References

• Recommendation

• Implementation
Prerequisites

• Vendor Presentations

• Risk Analysis

• Decision

• Proof of Concept

• Strategic Product Fit

• Maintenance & Support

• Legal Restrictions
• Information Security
Principles
• Terms & Conditions

13/09/2018
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PRODUCT EVALUATION
Decision Drivers

QUALITATIVE PRODUCT ANALYSIS

Non-Functional

Functional

+ State-of-the-art design and usability
+ Embedded real-time reporting
+ Strong workflow engine
+ Convenient and user friendly configuration
– Learning solution only available in future releases
(2016-2018)

DECISION DRIVERS
• Strong evaluation results for functional and nonfunctional topics

• Functionality built in a clean single product developed
around business processes
• Unique usability supporting enablement of end-users
to live and enjoy people processes
• Lean architecture and maintenance

+ Sound IT architecture and security

• Strong endorsement from references

+ One system approach (no module integration, no
data replication)

• Positive business case as well as implementation and
maintenance costs within expectations

+ Lean product maintenance

• High likelihood to be self-sufficient for update
management and configuration changes

+ Smooth upgrade management
+ Compelling backup strategy
– Limited possibilities for workarounds

• Strong community approach to benefit from other
customers

– Complex integration with SAP for payroll

13/09/2018
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PRODUCT EVALUATION
Lessons Learnt

Requirements &
Evaluation

• Focus on key functionalities rather than broad range of generic requirements

Timeline &
Planning

• Consider implementation partner process right from the beginning

Legislations &
Regulations

• Drive alignment of local legal and regulatory requirements proactively

Stakeholder
Management

• Create high management attention for topics of specific interest and criticality

13/09/2018

• Take specific local or industry-specific prerequisites into account

• Don't underestimate time requirements for negotiating a global agreement

• Compensate lacking global expertise by external advice

• Be prepared for managing different interest/preferences (political games)

Julius Baer’s Workday Journey
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PLATFORM IMPLEMENTATION
System Consolidation

What's being replaced and comes together?
• Recruitment

myHR

• Personal Data Change

• Onboarding

• Absence Management (for
selected countries)

• Employee Life-cycle
Management

• Recruitment (for Switzerland
only)
• Learning

• Personal Data Change

• Team Information

• Absence Management

PARC

• Organisation Chart
• Target Setting
• Performance Assessment
• Development Plan
• Financial Information (for
selected senior managers)

Excel

• Absence Management1 (for
selected countries)

13/09/2018

• Recruitment (for selected
countries)
• Talent Management

HR Connect

• Payslips (for Switzerland only)

• Performance Management
• Talent Management
• Learning
• Payslips (for selected
countries)
• Team Information
• Organisation Chart
• Dashboards & Reports

Julius Baer’s Workday Journey
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PLATFORM IMPLEMENTATION
Design Principles

What has to be considered and respected when designing the new platform?
Focus on standardisation of business processes
Clearly commit to keep strong alignment with product standards
Minimise configuration and workarounds

Change business process to support HR becoming strategic over administrative
Implement global standards before local deviations
Apply local changes only where legally or statutorily required

13/09/2018
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PLATFORM IMPLEMENTATION
Key Challenges

• Missing migration strategy leading to heavy load during data catch-up
Data

• Substantial dependencies to functional design
• Rather slow knowledge accumulation of Workday data structures
• High complexity of integration engine within SAP legacy system

Integrations

• No use of standard connectors for payroll interfaces, but custom integrations
• Strong dependencies to functional design
• Different local operating procedures deviating from global standards

Global vs. Local

• Complex requirements gathering and process standardisation
• Heavy involvement of locations in testing and roll-out activities
• Complex regulatory environment for banking industry

Regulatory

• Coverage of legislations and cross-border aspects for more than 30 jurisdictions
• Early requirement for clean situation and regulatory compliance

13/09/2018
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DATA PRIVACY & REGULATORY
Risk-based Approach

Risk

• Non-compliance with local law and
regulations

• Show-stopper to implement global
solution in specific jurisdictions
leading to expensive workarounds
and failure to fulfil business case
 Local dependencies in particular
regarding outsourcing and data
protection not fully assessed for all
countries

Assessment

• Positive third-party assessment
by external law firm for all major
locations
• Decoupling of HR solution from
critical operational bank systems
manageable

Approach

• Request from the Steering
Committee to accept risk and to
start project implementation before
all local regulatory requirements are
analysed in full detail
• Conduct full assessment of local
dependencies for all countries
during implementation
• Guarantee compliance with local
outsourcing and data protection
requirements before go-live
(exchange of personal data)
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DATA PRIVACY & REGULATORY
Legal Assessment

Data protection (hopefully) respected and adhered to,
regulatory requirements not applying

Gap Analysis
• Understand current contractual circumstances
• Identify gaps for achieving target stage
• Develop measures and action items

Implementation Measures
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Notify authorities and/or regulatory bodies
Obtain approval from local authorities and/or regulatory bodies
Seek consent from employees
Seek consent from external users
Additional contractual undertakings
Obtain approval from internal bodies
De-scope specific country (worst case)
No action

Target Stage

Current Situation

• Analyse current legal circumstances
• Determine requirements for target stage
• Define measures needed for being compliant

Data protection requirements respected and adhered to,
regulatory requirements applying and fulfilled

Legal Assessment
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DATA PRIVACY & REGULATORY
Interface Landscape

Phase 1

Concept
• Use HR Cloud as master for HR data

HR Data Hub
Other
Master Systems

HR Cloud

Consumer Systems

HR Back-End

Master HCM

Slave HCM

• Source HR Cloud with master
information (e.g. Finance Back-End)
• Source back information from HR Cloud
to internal HR Data Hub (e.g. via HR
Back-End)

Payroll

Risk Mitigation

Phase 2

• Use internal data hub as "golden copy"
HR Data Hub
Other
Master Systems

HR Cloud
Master HCM

Payroll only

Consumer Systems

HR Back-End
Slave HCM
Payroll
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WORKDAY LEARNING
Functional Overview

LEARNING FUNCTIONALITY
‘Based on your Interest’
shows courses depending
on your preference
settings.

LEARNING HISTORY

‘Required for You’ will appear on the
homepage, if you have mandatory
trainings to do (assigned by your
manager or by the bank as part of
regulatory or onboarding training).

Use the menu ‘Browse’ or
‘Topics’ to search for elearnings, courses, exams,
documents.

‘Most Popular’ shows
highly rated and
completed courses by
other employees.

13/09/2018

‘Progress’ shows the progress of
your courses. See which courses
you are enrolled in ( ‘not started’),
which you are currently doing (‘in
progress’), and which you have
completed (‘learning history’).

All the details of your own learning
history and current course
enrolments you can easily access in
your ‘Worker Profile’. Under your
Career profile you will also find your
past and open external education
requests (if applicable).

Julius Baer’s Workday Journey
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WORKDAY LEARNING
Implementation

FUNCTIONAL

TECHNICAL

Business Process

Course Catalogue

Mandatory Training

External Education

Questionmark

SCORM

• 6 learning business
processes in course,
participation and
content management

• Catalogue consisting of
courses, offerings and
lessons

• Mandatory trainings
shown in ‘Required for
You’ section

• Handling of application
process via “Request”
business process

• Digital learning content
delivered through
SCORM packages

• Comprehensive
features for blended
and digital courses

• Assigning mandatory
trainings managed via
campaigns

• Handling of approvals
via condition rules

• Appealing presentation
and powerful search
functionality

• New mandatory
trainings announced by
notification emails

• Contribution agreement
generated through
“Generate Document”
business process

• 3rd-party environment
for creating, delivering
and reporting online
tests and exams

Reporting

Certifications

• Strong demand for
adjusting standard
reports and creating
custom reports

• Regulated certifications
actively maintained at
hiring and throughout
employee life-cycle

• Highly complex custom
reports required to cope
with training credit
needs

• Expiration and need for
re-certification tracked
trough reports and
notification emails

• Enrolment in a course
offering without
approval by principle

Maturity of Workday
13/09/2018

• Assessments loaded in
Workday as SCORM

• Direct upload of
SCORM packages to
Workday Media Cloud

• Costs maintained as
“One-Time Payments”

• SCORM packages run in
Questionmark updating
results in Workday

Training Credits

Surveys

Integrations

Data Migration

• Credit requirements
maintained on worker
level via custom fields

• Limitation of Workday’s
standard survey
functionality for
reporting detailed
results

• Comprehensive web
services to directly
access learning data

• Simple EIB structures
for courses, course
offerings, lessons and
enrolments

• Credit schemes and
units managed on
course or offering level
• Summary and details on
accumulated credits
shown in reports

• Workaround through
SharePoint surveys with
integration via external
links

• Data extract and
transfer not that simple
due to first use of web
service infrastructure

• Data consolidation and
conversation from
legacy systems rather
complex and painful

Ease of implementation
Julius Baer’s Workday Journey
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CURRENT SITUATION & OUTLOOK
Materialisation of Gains

• Intuitive and state-of-the-art user interface offers a
natural navigation and supports positive user experience
and employer brand recognition.
• Electronic form of stakeholder involvement reduces
lengthy email tracks of unstructured information.
• Easy configuration of processes
offer the ability to respond to
business needs in a timely manner.
• Visible process diagrams support
comprehensive documentation and
efficient business discussions.
• Connectivity to data via Web
Services enables standardised and
lean integrations.

Technology/
Maintenance

• Continuous new product features empower
us to follow latest trends and innovations.
• Workday Community provides a platform
to effectively interact with other customers
and partners.

13/09/2018

User
Experience

Product
Evolution

Data/
Reporting

Business
Processes

• Global employee data from several
functional HR areas is available at a
fingertip.
• Data access is tailored to individual
requirements considering the need
to know principles.
• Underlying business frameworks
such as job profiles offer powerful
use in a cross-functional context.
• Reports and dashboards combine
employee data from all functional
HR areas in a comprehensive form.

• Globally aligned and streamlined business
processes drive standardisation and
stronger governance in HR transactions.
• Activities of any business process transaction
can be easily accessed and allow transparent
monitoring and audit trail.
• Straight-through processes support
reduction in administrative work for data
entries in multiple systems.

Julius Baer’s Workday Journey
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CURRENT SITUATION & OUTLOOK
Leveraging the Opportunities

• Mobile access will empower line managers to access
employee data and business processes anywhere at anytime.
• End-users will have access to all HR processes, tools and
information through one portal.

• We will be able to provide further
end-user groups with dedicated
access to employee data.
• As time goes by, technology and
interface landscape will become
leaner and follow more and more
standard integration procedures.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Checklists
Competencies & Skills Management
Feedback Functionality
Quality Measurement
Reference Letters
Self-Declarations
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User
Experience

Technology/
Maintenance

Product
Evolution

Data/
Reporting

Business
Processes

• We will be learning how to gain
information from data, how to gain
knowledge from that information
and how to make better decisions
based on this new powerful
knowledge.
• We will be able to analyse data
across all HR disciplines and to even
predict data.

• Line managers and employees will be
getting used to self-services and processes
will be completed faster, better and at less
cost.
• We will even be able to accomplish
paperless handling of employee lifecycle.

Julius Baer’s Workday Journey
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

HR Connect – Ease your Workday

13/09/2018
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